
SITUATION ANALYSIS OF IKEA

In this article, I explain the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats â€” also known as a SWOT analysis â€”
behind the furniture retailer, IKEA. IKEA is well-known around the world for being that Swedish company offering
inexpensive products for your home.

The number of store visits has slightly declined as well, however total sales overall still increased by almost
one billion Euros. Not highly successful at integrating firms with different work culture. As mentioned earlier
even though IKEA is successful at integrating small companies it has its share of failure to merge firms that
have different work culture. Strategy is about making choices and weakness are the areas where a firm can
improve using SWOT analysis and build on its competitive advantage and strategic positioning. Additionally
to the competitive advantage created by the Swedish firms prices, products and services are contributing to it
as well Siddiqui,  These large retailers have similar specifics as IKEA, including low costs, well managed
supply chain and huge market presence and can easily gain some market share from IKEA. Organisational
Structure and Strategy 9 4. The influx of foreigners from European countries on one hand and the clamp down
on illegal immigrants by the conservative government in the United Kingdom on the other have brought about
a negative impact on the provision of labour for the industry. Intense competition â€” Stable profitability has
increased the number of players in the industry over last two years which has put downward pressure on not
only profitability but also on overall sales. K,  Last but not least, and very important nowadays, online sales
could be optimised. Furthermore it helps to construct a red line through the assignment and saves time because
I will not have to adapt and correct the written parts as much. Especially around holidays like Black Friday,
where people want to avoid long lines for fantastic sales. About IKEA. Possible lawsuits. Strategic Planning.
To be writing about such specific themes without being too descriptive, seemed a very big challenge this time.
Government green drive also opens an opportunity for procurement of IKEA products by the state as well as
federal government contractors. Stores are few and sparsely located only three in UK while each one, despite
its massive stores and numerous floors, has few staff whose involvement towards enhancing customers buying
experience is limited. Strengths The biggest strength that IKEA has is its clear vision, which is to add value to
its customers irrespective of the market conditions. Diversified product portfolio. Innovation, p. Successful
track record of developing new products â€” product innovation. In order to keep the costs down, IKEA
profits from the incorporation of continuously new technologies, innovations, and its concise knowledge of its
customers, efficiency solutions and cost- effectiveness in packaging, handling or transport materials Insight, 
Furthermore, the economic welfare situation is a constant factor to observe, would it suddenly increase, the
demand for low price goods would sink and it could be difficult for IKEA to fill the gap. Based on Fern Fort
University extensive research â€” some of the strengths of IKEA are â€” Automation of activities brought
consistency of quality to IKEA products and has enabled the company to scale up and scale down based on the
demand conditions in the market. IKEA is well-known around the world for being that Swedish company
offering inexpensive products for your home. In this way, the company can order large volumes and benefit
from lower prices and greater quality while suppliers are assured of guaranteed orders. Conclusion IKEA is a
well-known global trend and through its innovative business model and its focus on products, processes, and
systems, it has managed to stay ahead of the competition in the furniture retailing business. Finally, the
company can enter the emerging markets where its products and its business model are likely to be met with
success and the untapped customer base can be leveraged. Due to its complex structuration in some aspects
structure follows strategy and in others it is vice versa. Grocery stores. Townsend, among others have adapted
a low-price strategy and are venturing fast into the furnishing and furniture terrain. IKEA case study. CA:
California Manageent Review. One of the reason why the days inventory is high compare to its competitors is
that IKEA is not very good at demand forecasting thus end up keeping higher inventory both in-house and in
channel. Swot Analysis and Substanable Business Planning. Do Tesco's Latest poor sales figures show the
danger of companies becoming to large. This leads to assume that the low cost and supply chain management
are two shared strengths by both firms. It has successfully integrated number of technology companies in the
past few years to streamline its operations and to build a reliable supply chain. Additionally, growing income
can be a problem for the company too. I have read a great amount of statements, theories and theses whereas
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most of them were written very complexly and it was difficult to find the essential and useful sentences or
parts within the text.


